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Introduction

T

he term “human rights defender”
(HRD) is used to describe anyone
who, individually or with others, works
to promote or protect civil, political,
economic, social, cultural or environmental
rights is an HRD.

“In our strife for freedom, equality and
justice, it is imperative that we empower
and protect human rights defenders – our
heroes, our sentinels who fight our human
rights battles. They deserve our unequivocal
support.”

With this publication, Peace Brigades
International (PBI) – Colombia Project highlight
the efforts and achievements of HRDs during
2015, as well as the challenges faced by those
who, day in-day out, dedicate themselves to the
defence of human rights and to building a lasting
and sustainable peace.

Michel Forst, UN Special Rapporteur on the
situation of human rights defenders – 9th
December, 2015.
(English translation: http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/
Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=16849&LangID=E, retrieved
1st March, 2016.)

Through its over 20 years of accompanying
HRDs, organisations and communities across
Colombia, PBI has observed how defending
human rights continues to be a high-risk activity
in Colombia.
PBI welcomes all of the important steps taken
in the negotiations in Havana between the
Colombian Government and the FARC (Fuerzas
Armadas Revolucionarios de Colombia), and
hopes that an agreement can soon be signed
between the parties, the signing of which will
open a new chapter towards building a new,
more inclusive society in which fundamental
rights are fully respected and enjoyed.
To this end PBI also supports a prompt start to
official negotiations with the National Liberation
Army guerrilla (ELN), which PBI considers a
necessary step in continuing to build a country
free of internal armed conflict.

Michel Forst and Claudia Juieta Duque

PBI emphasises that, even with efforts made to
date, it is necessary that the Colombian State
undertake additional and effective initiatives in
the struggle against impunity so that all victims
in the country may really enjoy truth, justice,
reparation and guarantees of non-recurrence.
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Peace negotiations during 2015: some highlights

JANUARY

The year began with the FARC implementing a unilateral ceasefire,
as had been announced in December 2014.1

MARCH

On the 7th of March an agreement on “humanitarian demining” was
announced, according to which members of both the FARC and
the Colombian army would participate in clearing anti-personnel
landmines.2 On the 10th of March, President Santos announced
that aerial bombardments of the FARC would be temporarily
suspended.3

MAY

On the 22nd of May, the unilateral ceasefire announced by the
FARC was broken; in response, the government resumed aerial
bombardments.

JUNE

At the start of the month, the negotiators announced the creation
of a Truth Commission, to start work once a final peace deal is
signed. However, at the end of the month, the peace process faced
another important crisis: the resumption of aerial bombardments
had contributed to a sharp increase in conflict-related violence, the
negotiations appeared stuck, and the suspension of the FARC’s
unilateral ceasefire led to an all-time low in public support for the
peace process.4

JULY

On the 20th of July, the FARC again announced a unilateral
ceasefire5 and a few days later, the Colombian government again
suspended aerial bombardments.6

AUGUST

The negotiators’ Sub-commission on Gender received, on the
25th of August, a visit from ten representatives of women’s
organisations and research centres, all of which have been carrying
out specific research on gender-based and sexual violence in the
context of the armed conflict.7 The women’s organisations have
emphasised the importance of keeping the rights of victims at
the heart of the agreements, with differential treatment for sexual
crimes, as well as attention to the difficulties of ascertaining the
factsin cases of sexual violence in particular.

SEPTEMBER
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On the 23rd of September, a preliminary agreement on transitional
justice was announced. The agreement created a ‘Special
Jurisdiciton for Peace (SJP) to handle war crimes and other serious
violations of human rights committed in the context of the armed
conflict, with a focus on the most serious and representative
crimes.8 Those who confess to their crimes will benefit from
alternative penalties, while those who confess belatedly, or fail to
do so at all, could be subject to imprisonment. Political crimes and
related offences will be subject to amnesty.

OCTOBER

On the 17th of October, negotiators announced an agreement
concerning the search, identification, and handling of cases
of missing persons (which includes the forcibly disappeared).
The agreement proposes two different kinds of measures: 1)
immediate humanitarian measures for searching for, locating,
identifying and turning over in a dignified fashion the remains of
people assumed disappeared in the context of and due to the
internal armed conflict. 2) Non-immediate measures: creating a
Special Unit for the Search for Missing Persons.9

DECEMBER

On 15th December, negotiators announced a comprehensive
agreement on Point Five of the Havana Agenda, that of Victims,
which establishes an Integral System of Truth, Justice, Reparation
and Guarantees of Non-Repetition made up of five components:
the Commission for the Clarification of Truth, Coexistence and
Non-Repetition; the Special Unit for the Search for Persons
Missing in the context and by reason of the conflict; the Special
Jurisdiction for Peace (SJP); and integral reparation measures for
victims and the mechanisms to guarantee non-repetition.10 The
SJP will exercise judicial functions autonomously and will consist
of a series of chambers, including an amnesty and pardons
chamber to process crimes such as rebellion and related offences,
as well as a Tribunal for Peace, which will hear cases of crimes not
subject to amnesty, such as serious human rights violations or
of international humanitarian law.11 During December, indigenous
and Afro-Colombian communities continued to call for greater
inclusion of their communities in the Havana process.12

1. El Tiempo: FARC anuncian cese unilateral
al fuego indefinido, 17th December, 2014
2. El Espectador: Gobierno y FARC llegan a
acuerdo sobre desminado, 7th March, 2015
3. El Tiempo: Gobierno suspende bombardeos contra las Farc por un mes, 11th
March, 2015
4. El Heraldo: Baja apoyo al proceso de paz
y gestión de Santos según encuesta. 1st
July, 2015
5. Farc-EP Peace Delegation: Farc-Ep
ordenan a sus unidades cesar actividades
ofensivas a partir del 20 de julio, 19th
July, 2015
6. Ibid.
7. UN Women: Representantes de
organizaciones de mujeres y centros
de investigación visitan Mesa de
Conversaciones de La Habana, 31st August,
2015

8. Peace Talks: Comunicado Conjunto 60
sobre el acuerdo de la creación de una
jurisdicción especial para la paz. 23rd
September, 2015
9. El Espectador: Gobierno y Farc alcanzan
acuerdo para esclarecer casos de
desaparición forzada, 17th October, 2015;
Peace Talks, Havana: Comunicado Conjunto
n 62, 18th October, 2015
10. BBC: Los detalles del crucial acuerdo
sobre las víctimas del conflicto firmado por
le Gobierno de Colombia y las FARC, 15th
December, 2015
11. Ibid.
12 LAWG: Comunicado de Prensa: Sociedad
Civil Insta la Inclusión de los afrocolombianos e indígenas en la Mesa de la Paz de
Colombia, 14th December, 2015
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Situation of people, organisations and communities
defending human rights
Attacks against human rights defenders

1

2

015 was a particularly critical year for those
who defend human rights in Colombia:
according to the Programme Somos
Defensores (We are Defenders), 63 HRDs
were assassinated during 2015.2

when more than 100 people, organisations, media
outlets and public servants were declared ‘military
objectives’ in a threatening pamphlet signed by the
Capital Block of the (neo-paramilitary group) Águilas
Negras.5

And as the figures on the opposite page demonstrate,
the situation for HRDs has steadily worsened in
recent years. Unfortunately, as denounced by the
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Human Rights (UNHCHR) , virtually all of itself
indicated that virtually all of the murders of human
rights defenders occurred between 1994 and 2015
remain in impunity.3

Most of those threatened had been participating
in the Local Round-Tables for Peace, and several
threatened organizations and individuals are
accompanied by PBI.

HRDs are threatened because of their work; that is,
because of what they do to prevent serious human
rights violations and to prevent such violence from
remaining in impunity; because of their oversight and
critiques of public policies affecting human rights or
themselves; and because they directly confront
those who commit human rights violations, whether
they be armed groups or political powers.4
PBI notes also that some attacks and threats against
HRDs have happened at times of important advances
in the negotiation process in Havana: one example is
the collective threat issued on the 29th of September,

Whether threatened or attacked in other ways,
HRDs, their loved ones and society in general suffer
in emotional, social and physical ways.
Each threat or attack experienced by an HRD invades
his or her everyday life, interpersonal relations, and
ability to work, not to mention the ways that such
aggressions can have impacts across generations,
with new attacks feeding off the trauma of old ones.
Such has been the case of the Peace Community of
San José de Apartadó, as well as the impediments to
development that the violence of forced recruitment,
sexual abuse, and displacement directly impact
children and their ability to develop and mature into
healthy adults.

IMPUNITY
IN THE PERIODS OF PRESIDENT JUAN
MANUEL SANTOS’S GOVERNMENT,
APPROXIMATELY

1,500

HUMAN

RIGHTS DEFENDERS HAVE BEEN
THREATENED, AND
WITHOUT

THOSE

320

KILLED,

RESPOSNSIBLE

HAVING BEEN BROUGHT TO TRIAL.

Attacks against human rights defenders.
January-September 2014 and
January-September 2015
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Culprits of attacks 6
Neoparamilitary groups amongst those most
responsible for attacks on human rights
defenders

ENTRY OF NEO-PARAMILITARY GROUPS
ONTO PRIVATE LAND BELONGING TO
THE PEACE COMMUNITY OF SAN JOSÉ
DE APARTADÓ

According to the latest report by the Institute of
Development and Peace Studies (Indepaz), these
groups are present in at least 338 municipalities, and
have been constantly active for at least three years
in 298.15

According to reports by social organisations
themselves, and data gathered by the Programme
Somos Defensores, the perpetrators of the vast
majority of attacks against HRDs are the neoparamilitary groups – the groups that emerged after
the paramilitary demobilization pursuant to Law 975
of 2005 (the Justice and Peace Law).

On the 28th of October, the Peace Community
of San José de Apartadó (PCSJA) denounced the
presence of a group of neo-paramilitaries in one of
its rural settlements after a group of PCSJA families,
accompanied by PBI, were surprised by the presence
of neo-paramilitaries on a plot of land belonging to a
PCSJA member.9

The presence of these groups is increasingly visible
in rural and more remote parts of the country, as
witnessed by PBI in its field work and as denounced
in complaints and communiqués issued by human
rights organizations and local communities’
complaints and communiqués.

In second place are “unknown parties” in third place,
members of the armed forces of Colombia; and,
finally, members of the guerrilla groups.

Just days before, the name of PCSJA member Miguel
Graciano appeared on a list of local farmers who had
been declared ‘military targets’, a list that had been
distributed by people identified by locals as neoparamilitaries.10

Local and international organizations see many
similarities between the former United Self-Defense
Forces of Colombia (AUC) – the old paramilatry
umbrella group – and the current groups: many of
the same victims and modus operandi for attacking
them, the exercise of social control, extensive military
capacity, the commission of massacres and selective
assassinations of social leaders, the maintenance of
high levels of organization and hierarchy, and territorial
control across large parts of the country.
The National Centre for Historical Memory (NCHM),
in a report released last year, also highlights the
deficiency of the 2005 paramilitary demobilisation
process, and draws attention to the conduct of these
groups and their successors in many of the same
areas and with many of the same links to political and
economic elites, as well as the security forces, and
with the goal “to undertake mining and petroleum
operations, and to develop agro-business with a
view to producing biofuels and grains for sale on the
international markets.”7
These groups are referred to as “criminal gangs”
(bacrim in Spanish) by the Colombian government,
which characterises them as groups of common
criminals.
However, in 2015 the Prosecutor General’s Office
issued a directive allowing the armed forces to
carry out operations of a destructive or lethal nature
against these groups, deeming them legitimate
military objectives under International Humanitarian
Law, thus permitting the use of military weapons up
to the limits established by Protocol II concerning
internal armed conflicts and Common Article 3 of the
Geneva Conventions.8

The activities of these groups include illegal
checkpoints, threats to community leaders,16
summoning community leaders and residents to
meetings,17 movement of large groups of troups,18
and displacements,19 all with the apparent goal of retaking social and territorial control.

Throughout last year the PCSJA has repeatedly
denounced the presence of uniformed neo-paramilitary
groups, which go by the name of Gaitanista Self
Defence Forces of Colombia (AGC), around their
settlements, and its members have been victims of
threats, aggressions and surveillance.11
In recent months the area in which PCSJA settlements
are located has been heavily militarised due to the
deployment of Operation Agamenón, the country’s
largest current police operation, aimed at capturing
‘alias Otoniel’, leader of the neo-paramilitary group Los
Urabeños (also known as Clan Úsuga). Though the
commander of the Operation, General Luis Eduardo
Martínez, had been recommended for promotion, on
the 3rd of December the Minister of Defence, Luis
Carlos Villegas, formally requested the promotion be
postponed after news of a criminal investigation of the
General on at least four counts of “alleged links with
drug-trafficking and [paramilitaries].”12
Furthermore, throughout 2015 and 2014 the
Commander of the Army’s 17th Brigade, which has
jurisdiction in the region, has made many slanderous
and defamatory statements against the PCSJA.13 These
defamations have continued despite national and
international calls for them to stop, and notwithstanding
the existence of Ministerial and Presidential Directives
impeding these sorts of statements against human
rights defenders.14

Though the directive did not explicity say as much
this change can be understood as a recognition that
these groups are organised armed actors and part of
the internal armed conflict.
8
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INCREASED PRESENCE OF NEOPARAMILITARY GROUPS IN THE LOWER
ATRATO
During the first week of September 2015, local
communities in the Lower Atrato region of the Chocó
Department reported on the sizeable presence of
neo-paramilitary groups, identified as Gaitanista Self
Defence Forces of Colombia (AGC).
In excess of 200 neo-paramilitaries, camouflaged
and in possession of long weapons, mobilised along
the Lower Atrato between Tumaradó, Travesía, La
Honda, La Larga, Riosucio, and entered the hamlet
of Clavellino on Truandó on Thursday 3rd September.20
In the urban centre of Riocucio their presence was
also reported and they were event seen distributing
pamphlets, coinciding with local election campaign
activities.21
In parallel, residents of the Atrato River area affirmed
that the habitual military checkpoints between Turbo
and Riosucio were out of commission on the 1st and
2nd of September, as were the usual Navy patrols of
the Lower Atrato River.22
During this period, the AGC forced obliged a group of
community members from the Community Councils of
Truandó (community of Clavellino) to attend a meeting
with them, during which the armed actors are said to
have declared that the meetings would be repeated
with all the local communities in Salaquí, in Cacarica,
Curbaradó, Jiguamiandó, La Larga,Tumaradó, and that
they were going to control the area of Domingodó to
Cacarica by emptying the Lower Atrato “of those who
do not want progress”.23
One of the neo-paramilitaries also mentioned that
they had the support of the armed forces in Riosucio
and Turbo, affirming that the two had common goals
for the progress of the region.24
Furthermore, they said that they their politicians were
ready and that they were not going to give in: “The
government ought to keep us in mind when it comes
to peace.”25
The warnings about the meetings re-occurred on the
13th of September, when local residents discovered
a group of neo-paramilitaries at Bocas de Cacarica,
land belonging collectively to Afro-Colombian
communities.26
At the start of October, at the request of the
communities along the rivers Cacarica, Salaquí and
Truandó, a Verification Commission (VC) composed
of various Colombian organisations, amongst them
the Inter-Church Justice and Peace Commission
10

(CIJP), accompanied by PBI, travelled to the area; the
communities settled there expressed their concern
about the risk of displacement and attacks by neoparamilitary groups such as the AGC.27
The VC reported: “Following our departure from the
community at La Nueva for the Clavellino community,
30 minutes away by boat, the VC observed an
encampment belonging to whom the local population
continue to identify as paramilitaries.The encampment
was located at least 200 metres from the Clavellino
community. At the site, various items of clothing (men’s
underwear, shirts, amongst others), both civil and
military (neckerchiefs) hung up amongst the thickets,
amongst which there was a black cap with the initials
AGC.
A lit-up kitchenette was also visible, as was the
presence of some armed men amongst the scrubland.
In the Clavellino community, two paramilitaries dressed
in civilian clothing could be seen in a property in the
hamlet with long weapons (rifles), one was whom
they call “El Cucha”, men who have been identified as
paramilitaries.”28 A short distance away from this spot
the VC confirmed the presence of a Colombian Navy
checkpoint.29
In December 2015 and January 2016, the presence
of neo-paramilitaries along the Cacarica and
Curavardó river basins continued, including near to
the Humanitarian Zones, specially-protected spaces
for the civilian population. Communities also reported
that the groups issued threats to murder civilians.30

1. OIDHACO: Ficha Defensores (as) de Derechos Humanos en Colombia; Programa Somos
Defensores: Informe anual 2010, agresiones a defensores de ddhh, 2nd February, 2011;
Programa Somos Defensores: Claroscuro, Informe anual 2011, 2nd February, 2012;
Programa Somos Defensores: El Efecto Placebo, Informe anual 2012, February 2013;
Programa Somos Defensores: Informe Siaddhh 2013: D de defensa, 21st February, 2014;
Programa Somos Defensores: La divina comedia, Informe anual 2014, 18th February,
2015; Programa Somos Defensores: Los Nadies. Informe Enero-Junio 2015, 18th August,
2015; OIDHACO: 178 defensores y defensoras de derechos humanos fueron agredidos o
agredidas entre julio y septiembre 2015
2. Somos Defensores: El Cambio: Informe Anual 2015, 1 March 2016
3. UNHCHR: En 2015, se superó el promedio de homicidios de Defensores registrado en
los últimos 20 años, 19th November, 2015
4. OIDHACO: Ficha Defensores (as) de Derechos Humanos en Colombia
5. CPDH: Rechazamos panfleto amenazando al movimiento social y las mesas de paz,
29th September, 2015.
6. Op cit: Programa Somos Defensores: El Efecto Placebo; Programa Somos Defensores:
Informe Siaddhh 2013: D de defensa; Programa Somos Defensores: La divina comedia
7. National Centre for Historical Memory (NCHM): Desmovilización e reintegración
paramilitar, 2015
8. INDEPAZ: ¿Bombardear a las Bacrim?, 22nd December, 2015
9. Peace Community of San José de Apartadó (PCSJA): Un estado que no oye a las
víctimas y protege a los victimarios, 28th October, 2015
10. Ibid.
11. PCSJA: Derecho de Petición No 17 a Santos, 25th November, 2015
12. El Espectador: Mindefensa pide aplazar ascenso del general Martínez, 3rd December,
2015
13. PCSJA: Bajo la mirada complaciente de todos los poderes, 15th July, 2015
14. Ministry of Defence Directive 09 of 2003: “the necessary instructions so as members
of the armed forces refrain from making unfounded declarations that could put union
leaders of human rights defenders at risk.” Presidential Directive 07 of 1999 orders “All
public servants to refrain from (i) questioning the legitimacy of human rights organisations
and their members, who act in accordance with the Constitution and the law; (ii) making
statements, which discredit, harass or incite harassment of those same organisations,
and (iii) issuing public or private statements stigmatising these organisations’ work.”
15. Indepaz: IX Informe sobre grupos narcoparamilitares, 8 November 2015
16. CIJP: Planean atentados a líderes y candidatos, 12th October, 2015
17. CIJP: Paramilitares anuncian control territorial y lanzan amenaza “vamos a recuperar
las tierras del los patrones que estaban en la cárcel, 16th December, 2015
18. Ibid.; CIJP: Continúan incursiones paramilitares en Salaquí, 19th October 2015
19. Radio RCN: Defensoría del Pueblo visitará comunidad desplazada en San José de
Apartadó, 9th November, 2015; Aheramigua: Por presencia paramilitar, desplazamientos
masivos en El Bagre, Antioquia, 19th January, 2016
20. CIJP: Omisión, tolerancia de Fuerza Pública ante ofensiva paramilitar en el bajo
Atrato, 14th September, 2015
21. CIJP: Ibíd.
22. CIJP: Ibíd.
23. CIJP: Ibíd.
24. CIJP: Ibíd.
25. CIJP: Ibíd
26. CIJP: Ibíd.
27. CIJP: En riesgo de desplazamiento comunidades de rio Truandó, 3rd October, 2015
28. Ibid.
29. Ibid
30. CIJP: Paramilitares habrìan asesinado y amenazan con incursiones a Zonas
Humanitarias, 12th January 2016; Reactivación paramilitar con asesinatos, amenazas y
control de uso de la tierra, 12th January; Continúa avance paramilitar, 15th January 2016.
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Criminalisation of social protest and the defence of
human rights

T

he UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights (UNHCHR) published an important
report at the end of 2014 about Social
Protest and Human Rights, analysing
global tendencies but focusing in particular on Latin
America.1
As the report highlights, “there has been a tendency
amongst the States to enact laws which, in the name
of public order or security, unduly limits the exercise
of the right to protest, penalising it severely, and
those who exercise their rights are arraigned and
tried without guarantees of due process.”2
To the extent that a State succeeds in preventing and
avoiding the excessive use of force and the abuse
of public power, it demonstrates its respect for,
responsibility and commitment to human rights and
democratic values.
Unfortunately, social protest in Colombia continues
to be the object of criminalisation and the locus of
human rights violations. In an interview with the

newspaper El Mundo, Leidy Sanjuán, human rights
coordinator at the National Labour School (ENS in
Spanish), affirmed, “the Citizen Security Law has led,
in certain ways, to the right to social protest being
restricted, something that is very serious as this is
the only tool that civil society has to effect changes or
social transformation, in accordance with its needs.”3
In July 2015, various human rights’ organisations
expressed their concerns regarding the guarantees
of due process following the mass arrests of 13
people, 11 of them members of the social and
political movement the People’s Congress (Congreso
de los Pueblos).4
Particularly concerning were the accusations made
against the lawyers defending those arrested, a
number of whom are accompanied by PBI.5

SERIOUS
ACCUSATIONS
AGAINST
GLORIA SILVA, LAWYER AND MEMBER
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
THE COMMITTEE IN SOLIDARITY WITH
POLITICAL PRISONERS (CSPP)
On the 14th July of 2105, the commander of the
National Police Force, General Palomino, stated: “We
have not arrested angels. That they should have
13 lawyers is striking, as is one of them being the
lawyer who defended someone who took his
girlfriend away and handed her over to the ELN
guerrilla.”6
Gloria Silva is a member of the CSPP and the defence
lawyer for Paola Salgado, one of the 12 members of
the People’s Congress arrested in Bogotá on the 8th
July of 2015 on charges of rebellion, terrorism and
property damage.7
For 13 months, the 13 young people were imprisoned
amidst heavy media coverage of the case. In
September, a judge released them from pre-trial
detention, ruling that their right to due process had
been violated.8
In September, a wave of protest followed the arrest
of the indigenous leader Feliciano Valencia, who
was taken into custody following an appeals court’s
overturn of a prior absolution from a lower court,
even before the sentence having been announced.9
The arrest of the indigenous leader took place
following a strong media campaign against indigenous
communities and the organisations that represent
them, amongst others the Regional Indigenous
Council in Cauca (CRIC).
In particular, the programme “El séptimo día”
(The Seventh Day) on Caracol TV levelled serious
accusations and defamations against the indigenous
councils in general, the CRIC in particular, and also the
José Alvear Restrepo Lawyers’ Collective (CCAJAR
in Spanish)10, accompanied by PBI. The program
eventually issued a rectification after a CCAJAR filed
a legal complaint.11
1. UNHCHR: Protesta Social y Derechos Humanos, estándares internacionales y
nacionales, December 2014
2. Ibid. (English version by translator.)
3. El Mundo, Derecho a la protesta en Colombia aún es restringido, 17th March, 2015
4. CIJP. Persecución y detención de militantes sociales del Congreso de los Pueblos, 8th
July, 2015.
5. Colombia Informa. Graves señalamientos del General Palomino contra abogados de
líderes sociales. 15th July, 2015
6. Ibid.
7. La FM: General Palomino: no capturamos ángeles ni arcángeles, 14th July, 2015
8. El Tiempo: Juez ordena la libertad de 13 detenidos. 11th September, 2015
9. CRIC. Comunicado por detención de Feliciano Valencia. 16th September, 2015
10. Ccajar: “Séptimo Día” tergiversó, manipuló y falseó información sobre actuación de
Cajar en el caso Masacre de Caloto o del Nilo, 5th August, 2015
11. Ccajar: Cajar solicita formalmente rectificación al programa Séptimo Día, 16 February
2016
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A MEMBER OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT EXPRESSES
CONCERN ABOUT THE INCREASE IN THE CRIMINALIZATION
OF PROTEST IN COLOMBIAA:
“Faced with the increase in social mobilisation over recent years, exercising the right to protest
has been criminalised and norms have been propagated which enable the violation of the
rights of those who participate in it. The number of people deprived of their liberty in these
contexts was 542 in 2012, while in 2013 the number was close to 3,000 people. The use of
non-lethal weapons in the context of demonstrations has left hundreds of people affected, with
permanent physical injuries. In rural areas, reports of abuse against women and children, and
intimidation of local residents, have emerged. Between January and May, 2015, 33 cases of
abuse by the armed forces against civilians involved in protests, were recorded. Considering that
social mobilisation is a legitimate expression of citizens demanding their rights and making
their voice heard in times of peace, how has the EU tackled this topic in their dialogue on
human rights with Colombia? What has the Colombian Government committed to doing, and
what follow-up will the European delegation undertake?” Written Parliamentary question
from Javi López to the European Commission, 30th November, 2015.
14
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Forced disappearance: a phenomenon that persists in
Colombia

«

Forced disappearance of people remains a
serious, widespread problem in Colombia,”
notes José de Jesús Orozco, Special Rapporteur
for Colombia and Commissioner of the InterAmerican Commission on Human Rights (IACHR)1.
From the 1970s until today, thousands of people
have been forcedly disappeared in Colombia, but
unified official figures do not exist; depending on the
institution, the data oscillate between:
• 45,515 people forcedly disappeared (direct
victims), identified by the National Unit for
Reparation for Victims (from 1985 to October
2015).2
• 55,000 complaints of forced disappearance
registered at the Prosecutor General’s Office.3
• 22,366 people forcedly disappeared
as indicated by the National Register of
Disappeared People (172 from 1938 to 1980,
the remaining from 1980 to September 2015).4
• 25,000 forced disappearances (from 1985
to 2012), according to the National Centre for
Historical Memory.5
• 40,000 forced disappearances (from 1980
to October 2015), according to the International
Committee of the Red Cross.6

What we do known is that in Colombia the practice
of forced disappearance continues to be carried out
against the civilian population, including of children,
members of the political opposition, human rights
defenders and members of indigenous and AfroColombian communities.
According to the National Register of Displaced
People, 162 people were forcedly disappeared in
2014.7 And until March 2015, a further 33 victims
were registered. In the city of Buenaventura, 198
people were forcedly disappeared between 2010 and
2014, and four in the first two months of 2015.8
At least 27% of those disappeared in Colombia are
women, and 15% are children.9 Victims organisations
report that women victims of forced disappearance
are often also subjected to other violations such as
torture, forced nudity, mutilation and rape, which
normally go un-investigated.10
According to State agencies such as the National
Centre for Historical Memory, forced disappearance
is a crime principally committed by the State and its
agents, often in collaboration with paramilitaries and
16

drug-traffickers.11
However, the levels of impunity surrounding this
crime are alarming: of the nearly 26,000 arraignments
for forced disappearance brought by the Prosecutor
General’s Office, by May 2014 there were only 35
final judgements handed down.12
Such levels of impunity deepen both the pain of the
families and the difficulties in obtaining even minimal
levels of reparation for the damage caused. Despite
this, many families have, even while they continue to
search for their own loved ones, have supported each
other with legal and emotional support to continue
the search for justice for their loved ones.

THREATS AGAINST ORGANISATIONS AND RELATIVES OF VICTIMS OF
FORCED DISAPPEARANCE
Since Yanette Bautista visited Havana in the first delegation of victims to the peace talks insince September
2014, members of her organisation, the Nydia Erika Bautista Foundation (FNEB in Spanish) have fallen
victim to public accusations (such as the one sustained by Yanette Bautista when former President and
now Senator Álvaro Uribe stated that Yanette was a member of the ELN guerrilla, in a public debate in
September 201414), theft of information, and at least six threats by way of phone calls (for example that
which Andrea Torres Bautista received on the 24th of June when a man warned her “[…] We’re gonna
kill you […] but first we’re gonna rape you so you will respect men”15), by email or pamphlets (such
as the one published on the 29th January, 2015, more than 100 people and human rights organisations
(amongst them the FNEB), who were declared to be a ‘military objective’ by the Central Block of the neoparamiltiary group Águilas Negras.16).
One of FNEB’s members fled the country due to such threats. Other organisations such as the Association
of Family Members of the Detained and Disappeared (ASFADDES) and the Association of Family Members
of the Victims of Trujillo (AFAVIT), amongst others, have also been victims of attacks, threats, monitoring
and surveillance.

Human rights defender and Jesuit priest Javier
Giraldo says: “Forced disappearance unleashes,
additionally, the solidarity of the very communities
with affected families. In San José de Apartadó, for
example, nobody has escaped being victimised,
virtually all of the residents there have had to search
for a disappeared person. It is impossible for a
profound sense of solidarity not to emerge.”13
PBI notes with concern that human rights defenders
and organisations that accompany relatives of victims
of forced disappearance, and even those relatives
themselves, continue to suffer threats and attacks
for their work.
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Vulnerable groups
Land rights activists, leaders of family-farmer Following the displacements, banana and palm firms set
organizations, and leaders of indigenous and up on the territory and some parts of the territories were
designated for large-scale cattle farming.
Afro-descendent communities.
Territorial control has been one of the underlying In October 2014, the Fifth Court of the Specialised
causes of the armed conflict that has devastated Circuit in Medellín convicted 16 of these entrepreneurs
to between seven and ten years for crimes of criminal
Colombia for over fifty years.
conspiracy, forced displacement and invasion of areas of
High levels of poverty, land concentration and special ecological importance. These convictions ocurred
economic, military and political interests all lead in the framework of Trial 3856, which remains open.
to continued risk for those people and collectives
th
involved in pursuing claims for restitution of land On 18 March 2015, a group of some 60 men, amongst
usurped by violence, as well as for family-farmer, which about 45 were hooded and armed, accompanied
indigenous and Afro-descendent communities by around 15 members of the Association of Farmers of
that must constantly struggle to remain on their Belén de Bajirá (Asoprobeba), entered the farm of land
lands and territories in the face of plans for large- claimant Marleny Benítez in the area of Pedeguita and
Mancilla, which borders the river basins of Curbaradó and
scale economic investment projects.
La Larga Tumaradó.7
The 2015 Frontline Defenders’ annual report
draws attention to the increase in attacks against According to a communiqué issued by the Inter-Church
those who defend environmental rights and the Justice and Peace Commission (CIJP) and the formal
complaint lodged at the Prosecutor’s Office in Belén de
right to land restitution and titling.1
Bajirá, the group of men entered the farm of Ms. Benítez,
Though the Victims’ and Land Restitution Law tied her up and beat her, as they did with Ms. Benítez’
– Law 1448 of 2011 – constitutes an important neighbour Felipe Triana and a farmhand, and then burned
advance, as it legally recognises the rights down her house.8
of victims to holistic reparation measures,
including the right to the restitution of lands According to the testimony of two of the land claimants,
usurped by violence, guarantees for effective after these acts of violence the men forced Mr.Triana, Ms.
and sustainable returns have not accompanied Benítez’ son and the farmhand into a vehicle belonging
to Asoprobeba and took them to the village of Belén de
the implementation of this law.
Bajirá.9
A recent report by Amnesty International
demonstrates how lack of security constitutes a On the 25th March, whilst the two land claimants were
persistent obstacle for land restitution measures, in Bogotá to share their story, a further death threat
and draws attention to other obstacles such as was made, according to which members of Asoprobeba
impunity and the persistence of the economic declared,“this time they were only beaten but, as we know,
10
and political powers and structures that have they will return, and then there will be deaths for sure.”
promoted and benefitted from land usurpation in
Colombia.2

ATTACKS AND THREATS TO LAND
CLAIMANTS IN THE PEDEGUITA AND
MANCILLA RIVER BASIN – URABÁ
REGION
Between 1996-97, the communities of the Lower Atrato
river basin were victims of military and paramiltary
operations that led to the mass displacement of more
than 70% of the population,3 as well as murders, cases of
torture and disappearances.4
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Asoprobeba is the “association” of Sister Teresa Gómez
Álvarez, one of the entrepreneurs sentenced for forced
displacement and murder in the aforementioned
proceedings (Trial 3856), and whose conduct the courts
have identified as linked to land usurpation actively
supported by paramilitaries, in particular the Castaño Gil
family.13

a 160% increase compared to 2013. Just between
January and September 2015, the figure for women
defenders who were attacked throughout the whole
of 2014 was exceeded.15
As the organisation Sisma Mujer warned in 2014,
these data do not include or make specific reference
to sexual attacks, torture and other violations against
personal integrity, acts which can be used to target
women for the human rights work or simply because
they are women.16

The usurped lands have ended up in the hands of a
number of entrepreneurs who, either directly or through
frontmen, continue to occupy lands; a 2012 report by
the Colombian Institute for Rural Development (Incoder) The threats and attacks against female defenders,
identifies by name these so-called “bad-faith occupiers” in therefore, have to do with their activities (defending
human rights) and who they are (women); many other
the area of the Curbaradó basin.” 14

These acts as set out by Marleny Benítez and Felipe Triana
took place on the collective territory of the river basin of
Pedeguita and Mancilla, where a Law 1448 restitution
process is underway.

Women human rights defenders

Pedeguita and Mancilla borders the Curbaradó river basin,
where a Constitutional Court-ordered process of collective
land restitution involving Afro-descendent communities is
itself in course.11

Every day, women human rights defenders assume
greater leadership roles and visibility in denouncing
the most fundamental human rights violations. At
the same time, attacks and aggressions against them
have increased.

Marleny Benítez helps lead this restitution process, and
has accused Asoprobeba of having orchestrated the
usurpation; she has previously received death threats for
her leadership.12

This implies, amongst other things, that the State
has yet to succeed in adequately protecting this
group. In 2014, 35% of human rights defenders
who suffered attacks were women, representing

variables can be added to these categories relating
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to the political, economic, social and cultural context
in which they live and work, such as militarised
contexts, or contexts in which State and non-State
agents use sexual and/or gender-based violence to
“affirm or reaffirm gender and other social or political
hierarchies” with a view to “forcing women to adopt
their ‘traditional’ roles, or as a ‘weapon of war’.”17
In the first five months of 2015, at least 305 women
were murdered in Colombia.18
In response to such alarming statistics, María Emma
Wills, adviser to the National Centre for Historical
Memory, declared that sexual violence against
women is practised “on a daily, systematic and
perverse” basis in some regions of Colombia, both
in the context of the armed conflict and as part of
societal routine.19
In June the Colombian House of Representatives
passed a bill categorising feminicide as a crime, and
in so doing raised awareness amongst Colombian
society about the need eradicate the high levels of
violence against women across the country.20
The UN Security Council has also weighed in. In a
March 2015 report about sexual violence in armed
conflict, it recommended that Colombia implement a
2014 law21 that sought to increase access to justice
for victims of sexual violence committed during the
conflict, “in order to ensure that survivors receive
justice and reparation.” The Security Council also
recommended that “sexual violence related to the
conflict should continue to be the object of discussion
in Havana.”22
The International Criminal Court, too, has expressed
it concern about sexual offences committed by
paramilitary groups, as well as the extrajudicial
executions of civilians committed by the military,
declaring that sexual crimes were a central feature of
the cases against paramilitaries, but that Colombian
authorities have insufficiently investigated such

On 20th June 2015, a vehicle with two occupants
was observed taking photos and monitoring the
house of Berenice Celeita, director of the
Association for Social Investigation and
Research (NOMADESC in Spanish).
This human rights defender had just returned
from a tour of the USA and Canada, where
she had denounced human rights violations in
Colombia, highlighted the need for greater civil
society participation the peace negotiations, and
presented her work to government officials there.
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crimes.23
Amongst the threats and attacks against women
human rights defenders accompanied by PBI,
patterns of language are used that clearly refer to
the feminine physique, masculine domination and
sexual violence. Likewise, perpetrators frequently
attack women defenders in their personal and familial
spaces.

YESSICA HOYOS, LAWYER AND HUMAN
RIGHTS DEFENDER WITH THE JOSÉ
ALVEAR RESTREPO LAWYERS’ COLLECTIVE
(CCAJAR)
On 10th September, a group of three people
parked opposite Yessica Hoyos’s house; one of them
approached the nanny of Ms. Hoyos’ 16 monthold daughter and asked personal questions about
Yessica, such as her schedules and those of the nanny,
explaining that she wanted to find about a house that
Yessica was selling.
Yessica was not selling a house, and the questions
regarding her daughter seem indicative of monitoring
and intelligence work.24 These acts took place following
accusations leveled on 4th June by members of the
European Parliament (MEPs) against Yessica Hoyos
and the José Alvear Restrepo Lawyers’ Collective
(CCAJAR).

Green-Free Europe Alliance group also sent a letter of
apology, rejecting what occurred and reinforcing Ms.
Hoyos’ and CCAJAR’s legitimate role, saying that they
were going to ask them to speak in a different space28.
For their part, the political group GUE (Confederal
Group of the European United Left) sent a letter, and
two of their MEPs tabled a parlamentary question in
which they criticised those accusations.29

Journalists
During 2015 the Foundation for Press Freedom
(FLIP) recorded 147 attacks against 232 journalists
in Colombia,30 a significant increase on 2014, when
a total of 133 attacks against 166 victims were
registered.31
Amongst the violations recorded in 2015, were two
murders, 59 threats and 17 attacks. The Colombian
Federation of Journalists (FECOLPER), meanwhile,
recorded 179 attacks involving 222 victims, using
a methodology that included both clear cases of
attacks due to the journalists’ work as well as those
possibly related.32

ATTACKS AGAINST THE JOURNALIST AND
HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDER CLAUDIA
JULIETA DUQUE AND HER FAMILY
In less than two weeks during the second half of July,
Claudia Julieta Duque was the object of surveillance,
intimidating phone calls to her and her family, and an
attempt at forced entry into her home:
• 16th July: Surveillance of Ms. Duque’s armoured
car by a motorbike and taxi as she travelled from
an appointment at the Specialised Criminal Courts
in Bogotá.33
• 22nd July: A number of intimidating calls to Ms.
Duque’s parents made from her daughter’s mobile
phone number, who at that point was flying back to
the country without roaming services and without
any possibility of using her Colombian mobile line.
The calls took place while the journalist was in
Bogotá, in a preparatory hearing in the trial against
former members of the now-defunct Administrative
Department of Security (DAS): José Miguel Narváez,
Gian Carlo Auqué and Enrique Ariza, all accused of

During a session of the Commission for Political
Affairs, Security and Human Rights of the EuroLatin American Parliamentary Assembly, two MEPs
expressed their opposition to Ms. Hoyos speaking as
civil society representative, despite the fact that she
had been selected to represent multiple Colombian
human rights coalitions, alleging a degree of proximity
between CCAJAR and the FARC guerrilla.25
Also concerning is the fact that the Colombian
ambassador did not reject the accusations made
against Ms. Hoyos and CCAJAR,26 despite the
Colombian Government’s public commitment to civil
society participation and the central role of the victims,
in particular women, in the peace process.27
PBI notes that Ms. Hoyos was one of the 60 victims
representatives who travelled to Havana throughout
2014. Eventually, the two MEPs sent letters to CCAJAR
expressing regret at the situation, but insisting that
an organisation such as theirs could not be a valid
partner for dialogue in a space with the Colombian
State.
Separately, the MEP Ramón Jauregui sent a letter
in which he affirmed that he does not share the
accusations and recognises Ms. Hoyos as a victim.The
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aggravated torture against her.34
• 23rd July: Ms. Duque’s daughter
watched and photographed by a man in
parked near her home.35
• - 25th-29th July: multiple attempts
forcibly enter Ms. Duque’s home while
away travelling.36

followed,
a vehicle
made to
she was

Human Rights Lawyers
Among human rights defenders, one of the most
vulnerable groups is that of lawyers who, in addition
to suffering direct physical threats and attacks,
continue to be falsely accused of being the judicial
arm of subversive groups.37
Multiple national and international organizations have
urged the Colombian State to guarantee the work of
lawyers and actively prevent their stigmatisation, as
well as to publicly condemn the threats and attacks
that inhibit their work.
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According to information from the Inspector
General’s Office, between 2002 and 2012 there were
more than 4,000 security incidents against lawyers,
and the UK NGO Lawyers’ Caravan indicated that in
excess of 400 lawyers were murdered in Colombia
from 1991 to 2014, which on average means one
murder a month.38
Multiple reports have drawn attention to the vulnerable
situation of lawyers who defend and accompany
victims, and in particular those who represent the
families of extrajudicial execution victims.39
Human rights lawyers have also been defamed for
allegedly serving as the “judicial arm of subversive
groups”, arbitrarily detained, and subjected to illegal
wiretapping and information theft.
They are also discredited in court and during public
hearings, are prevented from travelling to see and
meet with their clients, or hearings are cancelled at
the last minute in an attempt to put off trials.40

As the Lawyers’ Caravan report shows, they are not
only subject to attack by neo-paramilitary groups, but
are also stigmatised by State officials, increasing their
vulnerability in the sense that they are the object of
diverse forms of persecution.41

In an open letter to the Presidential Advisory Office,
CCAJAR called attention to “the gaps in developing
legal instruments to protect human rights, in contrast
to the push for voluntary mechanisms to remedy
and solve conflicts, which do not guarantee that
the profound asymmetries of power vis-à-vis the
corporations can be overcome.”42

Communities resisting in territories with largescale the presence of large-scale economic At the same time, CCAJAR reiterated “the need
to recover and strengthen the role of the State in
investments projects and illegal armed actors
While the Colombian State, as well as various
countries in Europe and North America, has made
progress in developing a National Action Plan on
business and human rights, the situation for affected
communities fighting to remain on their land in the
face of by large-scale economic investments projects
remains critical.

protecting the rights of the most vulnerable groups
and people in the face of economic investments.”

CCAJAR was one of the few Colombian organizations
invited to a consultation, held in Cartagena, on the
Colombian National Action Plan.
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COMMUNITIES IN RESISTANCE IN
THE CONTEXT OF LARGE-SCALE
INVESTMENTS: THE HUMANITARIAN
SPACE
OF
PUENTE
NAYERO,
BUENAVENTURA
April 2015 saw the first anniversary of the
establishment of the Humanitarian Space of Puente
Nayero in the port city of Buenaventura (Valle de
Cauca department).
In 2013, Buenaventura had a murder rate of 49.6
deaths per 100,000 inhabitants, way above the
national average of 31.43
This intensification of violence started to generate
more attention in the media and of international
organisations, culminating in the March 2014 Human
Rights Watch report documenting the practices of
social control carried out by neo-paramilitary groups,
such as forced recruitment, the enforcement of
invisible borders between neighbourhoods, and the
dismemberment of victims in the so-called “chophouses”.44
Unfortunately the response of the State was not
sufficient to put a stop to the violence.45 Faced with
this situation, the inhabitants of the area known as
Puente Nayero, in sea-facing La Payita neighbourhood,
decided in April 2014 to begin the process of
establishing a Humanitarian Space, with the support
of the Inter-church Justice and Peace Commission
(CIJP), a local human rights organisation accompanied
by PBI.
Due to the serious risks the inhabitants of the
Humanitarian Space were exposed to, on 15th
September 2014 the Inter-American Commission
of Human Rights declared that the gravity of the
situation, the level of risk, and the urgency were
such that it ordered the Colombian Government to
adopt the necessary measures to preserve the life
and personal integrity of the 302 Afro-Colombia
families resident on San Francisco Street, in La Playita
neighbourhood, who formed part of what is known as
the Humanitarian Space.46
Since the formation of the Humanitarian Space, there
have been harassment and death threats against
members of CIJP and members of the Humanitarian
Space; the most serious incident was the murder of
15 year-old Humanitarian Space resident Christian
Aragón Valenzuela on 19th July, 2015 at the hands of
neo-paramilitary groups, which took place just 500m
outside the Humanitarian Space.47
Days later, Christian’s family was forced to displace
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after receiving various threats from members of these
groups.48
Despite having left, the family has continued to
receive threats, both in Buenaventura49 and in Bogotá,
where Doris Valenzuela, Christian’s mother and
Humanitarian Space leader, is displaced.50
Prior to Christian’s murder, the seven members of
the Aragón Valenzuela family were victims of multiple
threats by neo-paramilitary groups, as well as two
frustrated attempts on their lives in retaliation for
denouncing the forced recruitment of young people
into illegal groups and child prostitution.
As a consequence of this harassment, and facing an
imminent risk, in particular due to repeated threats
against their son Christian,51 the family was forced
to displace from the Humanitarian Space of Puente
Nayero to Jamuní (Valle) in June. Once there, they
continued to fall victims to attacks and threats, due
to which they decided of their own accord to return to
the Humanitarian Space on 27th July 2015.52
Even now the Humanitarian Space continues to
denounce neo-paramilitary incursions into the
Humanitarian Space, in contravention of the protection
measures that the police should provide them.53

INSUFFICIENT PROTECTION MEASURES
In 2014, PBI expressed its concern at the budgetary
deficit and a corruption network within the National
Protection Unit (UNP in Spanish).56
We also reported that the Jorge Molano, a lawyer
accompanied by PBI who had in the past expressed
concern at the gradual dismantling of his protection
mechanisms, was forced to lodge a legal action (tutela)
against the UNP for the protection of constitutional
rights due to a breach of his protection scheme.
The tutela was contested by the UNP but was later
upheld on appeal in favour of the lawyer by the
Superior Court of Bogotá on18th February.57
In response, the UNP offered Mr. Molano the agreed
measures. Since then, the lawyer and human rights
defender began to notify the UNP of inconsistencies in
the delivery of the measures, which on occasion were
resolved in a timely fashion following the complaints,
and on others not, putting at risk his safety and that
of his family.58
On 12th March 2015, the First Administrative Oral
Court of the Bogotá Circuit opened a file against the
UNP and the Interior Ministry for contempt.59

Physical and political protection measures
Many threatened human rights defenders are
beneficiaries of physical protection measures from
the State; however, the human rights community has
pointed out over and over again that as long as these
are not combined with political measures, defending
fundamental rights in Colombia will continue to be a
high-risk activity in Colombia.54
According to the Somos Defensores programme, of
the 55 people murdered in 2014, 60% (31 people)
had previously complained of threats. And 13 of the
34 defenders murdered between January and July,
2015, 38% had also previously reported threatened.55

“The protection of human rights defenders does not
solely involve material protection – security cameras,
bodyguards, patrols. These things are important, but
we also have to confront the questions and reasons
which are beneath the attacks on women human
rights defenders.” Atziri Ávila – National Network of
Women Human Rights Defenders in Mexico.
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AN EMBLEMATIC CASE
THE PALACE OF JUSTICE
In October 2016 the remains of three victims of the emblematic case of the takeover and recapture of the
Palace of Justice, which occurred in Bogotá on 7th November 1985, were identified. The remains, identified
as Cristina del Pilar Guarín, Lucy Amparo Oviedo and Luz Mary Portela, had been discovered in a public
cemetery located in the south of Bogotá and in a separate private cemetery.
The remains of Luz Mary Portela and Cristina del Pilar Guarín had been buried in tombs assigned to Libia
Rincón and Marina Isabel Ferrer; the bodies had been erroneously identified and buried 30 years prior.
As regards the identification process, both the Truth Commission and the judicial processes “encountered
widespread manipulation, concealment and destruction of evidence.”1
The Colombian agency the National Institute of Legal Medicine and Forensic Sciences (Medicina Legal) invited
four Spanish and Argentinian experts to act as overseers of the identification process; however the victims
representatives have demanded that the experts be independent and named by the United Nations.2
In November 2016 the Colombian government officially requested forgiveness of the victims for the Palace of
Justice siege. Although this marked a step forward in the government’s compliance with the November 2014
sentence of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACHR), other developments in the case were the
cause of great concern for the victims.
On 16th December 2015 the Criminal Chamber of the Supreme Court of Justice overturned the conviction
of retired Colonel Luis Alfonso Plazas Vega, who in 2010 had been sentenced to 30 years in prison for his
responsibility in the disappearances of Irma Franco Pineda and Carlos Augusto Rodríguez Vera. With the
overturn of his conviction, criticised by organisations that represent the victims, Plazas Vega is exonerated of
any responsibility in the forced disappearances of those two people during the Palace of Justice siege.3
Despite the exoneration for those two disappearances, the Court did maintain that serious human rights
violations and war crimes has been committed on 6th and 7th November 1985 by the Armed Forces in the
recapture of the Palace, though maintained that they occurred without Plazas Vega’s knowledge.4 As the
lawyers representing the victims argued, and bearing in mind the weight of the case previously made against
the colonel, “it is inexplicable that the Court should fail to recognise Plazas Vega’s direct participation in the
forced disappearances of Irma Franco Pineda and Carlos Augusto Rodríguez Vera, who came out of the Palace
alive in the hands of the army and were led to the command post, without their whereabouts ever being
revealed to this day.”5

New accompaniment region in 2015: Mapiripán

S

Since 2012 the Inter-Church Justice and
Peace Commission (CIJP) has accompanied
indigenous communities and family farmers
in Mapiripán (Meta Department) in their
demands for their rights to the lands from which they
were forcibly displaced. In 2015, the risk levels for
the CIJP and the communities that they accompany
intensified.
The return of small-scale farmers and indigenous
communities to their lands in the municipality of
Mapiripán has been complicated by the increase
in the production of palm oil and its relation to the
problem of land-grabbing.
The Dutch organisation SOMO and the Colombian
Institute for Development and Peace Studies
(Indepaz) published in 2015 a report on the landgrabbing in the region by the palm company Poligrow,
which the report alleges the company conducted via
through illegal land-title trading and accumulation of
State wastelands, claiming an area of almost 70,000
hectares. The report also highlights the environmental
impact of palm oil plantations on the indigenous
communities in the area.1

CIJP, in its report Los claro oscuros del grupo
palmicultor Poligrow (‘The Lights and Darks of the
Palm Cultivator Poligrow’) also denounces the
environmental and social impact of the presence of
this multinational, particularly the contamination of
the land and the native morichal palm trees.2
In Mapiripán 700 members of the indigenous Jiw

peoples live displaced and in overcrowded conditions
on a small area of 1,700 hectares, located in the
indigenous reserve of Caño Ovejas.
An indeterminate number of Sikuanis live in the
vicinity of the municipality, still without a reserve
officially designated by the State.3 CIJP has
denounced that a number of these indigenous people
have been threatened for claiming their rights over
the territory and the expansion of their reserves, for
example the most recent cases of Gloria Martínez, a
Sikuani leader who was threatened with death on 1st
December 2015, and Reinaldo Rojas, another Sikuani
leader threatened on 20th November.4
Furthermore, William Aljure, another land claimant
who was displaced from his farm, Santa Ana, at
the end of 2012 because of pressure from neoparamilitary groups, has received various death
threats.
Throughout 2015 he has sought to return and continue
his work in defence of the territory and human
rights, but he was once again forced to displace to
Villavicencio at the end of the year because of attacks
against him.5

1. SOMO/INDEPAZ: Reconquista y despojo en la altillanura, 2015, p. 34-35
2. CIJP: Los claro oscuros del grupo pamicutor Poligrow en Colombia, 2015, p. 15
3. SOMO/INDEPAZ: Reconquista y despojo en la altillanura, 2015, p, 34-35
4. CIJP: Paramilitares amenazan a lider indígena Gloria Martínez, 3rd December, 2015
5. CIJP: Seguimientos, hostigamientos y atentados contra la propiedad, 26th January,
2016

More reassuring to victims, Retired Colonel Edilberto Sánchez Rubiano was later sentenced to 40 years
imprisonment for the disappearances of Carlos Augusto Rodríguez and Bernardo Beltrán Hernández during
the siege. Sánchez Rubiano was commander of B-2, the group responsible for those rescued from the Palace
of Justice following the takeover by the M-19 guerrilla group. Retired Major Óscar William Vásquez was
also sentenced to 40 years for the disappearance of Carlos Rodríguez, Bernardo Beltrán, and Irma Franco.
However, the judge absolved three other ex-soldiers who were under investigation in the case and who are
now free.
From the start of the hearings in the case, PBI has accompanied the human rights lawyers representing the
victims of the Palace of Justice siege, including those with CCAJAR, CIJP and the lawyer Jorge Molano of
dhColombia.

1. El Tiempo: La identificación de los cuerpos, una cadena irregular, 30th December,
2015
2. El Tiempo:: Fiscalía aún no entrega restos de víctimas del Palacio, 13th December,
2015
3. El Tiempo:: Corte Suprema absuelve al coronel (r) Plazas Vega, 16th December, 2015
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4. CCAJAR: Plazas Vega: cabalgó sobre las víctimas, ahora cabalga sobre la impunidad
Columna, 29th December, 2015
5. CCAJAR, CIJP y CEJIL: Liberan al coronel Plazas Vega, juzgado por la retoma del
Palacio de Justicia en Bogotá, 17th December, 2015
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Human rights prizes awarded to the HRDs, organisations
and communities accompanied by PBI in 2015
“I have always thought that honorary recognitions
for defending human rights represent honours built
upon on enormous human suffering, and this has
never ceased to cause me profound ethical anxiety,
above all when said recognition comes about amidst
a context of persistent degradation of the human
dignity of the majority of the country’s population.
On many occasions, the failure of activists and human
rights defenders is rewarded, while the responsibilities
of those who have eliminated hundreds of thousands
of humble and visionary lives are silenced”1
Padre Javier Giraldo, May 2014

Research (NOMADESC): Special mention in
the 2015 Human Rights Prize of the French
Republic, December 2015 (Photo: French
Embassy in Bogotá)
• José Alvear Restrepo Lawyers’ Collective:
human rights prize, international category, of
the Spanish Pro-Human Rights Association,
December 2015.

W

Recommendations

PBI recommends that the international community:
•

Continue supporting Colombian civil society in its efforts to build a sustainable and long-lasting
peace; to this end, in addition to a successful negotiation with the FARC, it is extremely important
that formal peace talks begin between the Colombian Government and the National Liberation
Army (ELN) guerrilla as soon as possible.

•

Continue to monitor the human rights situation in Colombia, and in particular of those who defend
human rights; for this purpose it is fundamental for the Office of the UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights to remain in Colombia, and therefore for its mandate to be renewed, and for its
monitoring report be continued and presented at the UN Human Rights Council.

•

Publicly demonstrate its support for the work of human rights defenders, and condemn any form
of aggression against them.

•

Carry out visits to the offices of organisations of human rights defenders and communities, and
observe at trials related to human rights defenders.

•

Ensure the right to peaceful protest and energetically condemn stigmatizations, defamations, and
the criminalisation of those who take part in such initiatives

PBI also recommends that the international community urge the Colombian State to:

hile PBI hopes that Colombia will
soon be a country where all human
rights defenders, communities and
organisations can carry out their
work in defence of human rights without any risk to
their lives and physical integrity, we celebrate the
important prizes and honours given to various HRDs,
groups and initiatives in recognition of their work and
of the high risk which this entails on a daily basis.
We hope that these prizes, in addition to recognition,
will bring support and protection, and that they may
be another channel to bring international visibility to
the situation of Colombian human rights defenders.
In particular, we note the many organisations we
accompany that received recognition in 2015:
• Jorge Molano and DH Colombia: awarded
the International Lawyers4Lawyers Prize,
May 2015.

•

Investigate complaints about the presence of, and attacks by, neo-paramilitary groups; take all
necessary measures to properly dismantle these structures, including incorporating proposals
from civil society about how to purge the armed forces of agents involved with such groups; and
investigate possible links between these groups and large-scale economic powers, as denounced
by organisations and communities.

•

Design and implement protection measures and policies focused on preventing and transforming
the structural causes of the attacks against HRDs, consult with the beneficiary organisations and
individuals about the nature of the protection mechanisms, and implement those measure with
the utmost celerity.

•

Design and implement protection measures that take into account differential approaches, like a
gender focus and varied rural contexts, amongst others, and gear collective protection measures
toward guaranteeing the protection of communities as a whole, especially those in the process of
returning to and resettling on their lands.

•

Respect and protect initiatives creating humanitarian spaces and peace territories in conflict zones.

•

Ensure guarantees of participation in peace talks, peace accord implementation, and large-scale
development projects for human rights defenders, and in particular the most vulnerable groups
such as women, Afro-descendants, indigenous people and family-farmers.

• The Inter-Church Justice and Peace
Commission: awarded the Washington
Office on Latin America’s Human Rights
Award, October 2015.
• The Social Corporation for Community
Advisory and Training Services (COS-PACC
in Spanish): winners of the National Human
Rights Prize, September 2015.
• Association for Social Investigation and
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1. Fr. Javier Giraldo: Respuesta del Padre Javier Giraldo a la condecoración de la
Gobernación de Huila, May 2014
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PBI Colombia funders
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Catalan Agency for Cooperation and Development (ACCD) / PBI Catalonia
Barcelona City Council / PBI Catalonia
San Sebastian City Council / PBI Spain
Pamplona City Council
Brot für die Welt – Bread for the World / PBI Germany
Canadian Autoworkers Trade Union / PBI Canada
Christian Aid
Christian Aid / Irish Aid
Fedevaco Canton de Vaud / PBI Switzerland
Ferster Foundation / PBI Switzerland
ICCO – Interchurch Organisation for Development Cooperation
Mensen met een Missie
German Ministry of Foreign Affairs / PBI Germany
Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs / PBI Norway
Swiss Ministry of Foreign Affairs / PBI Switzerland
Misereor
Ontario Secondary School Teachers’ Foundation - International Assistance Programme / PBI
Canada
Open Society Foundations / PBI UK
Overbrook Foundation / PBI USA
Oxfam Intermón
Protestant Church St. Gallen – Tablat / PBI Switzerland
Région Île de France
Civil Peace Service / PBI Germany
Sigrid Rausing Trust / PBI UK
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Union for Canada / PBI Canada
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PBI making space
for peace
Peace Brigades International’s mission is to protect the working environment of
human rights defenders, who face repression due to their nonviolent human rights
activities. PBI has maintained a team ofinternational observers/accompaniers in
Colombia on an ongoing basis since 1994.

www.pbicolombia.org
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